The recently introduced notions of guarded traced (monoidal) category and guarded (pre-)iterative monad aim at unifying different instances of partial iteration whilst keeping in touch with the established theory of total iteration and preserving its merits. In this paper we use these notions and the corresponding stock of results to examine different types of iteration for hybrid computation. As a starting point we use an available notion of hybrid monad restricted to the category of sets, and modify it in order to obtain a suitable notion of guarded iteration with guardedness interpreted as progressiveness in time -we motivate this modification by our intention to capture Zeno behaviour in an arguably general and feasible way. We illustrate our results with a simple programming language for hybrid computation which is interpreted over the developed semantic foundations.
Introduction
Iteration is a basic concept of computer science that takes different forms across numerous strands, from formal languages, to process algebras and denotational semantics. From a categorical point of view, using the definite perspective of Elgot [10] , iteration is an operator
that runs the function f and terminates if the result is in Y , otherwise it proceeds with the result repetitively. One significant difficulty in the unification of various forms of iteration is that the latter need not be total, but can be defined only for a certain class of morphisms whose definition depends on the nature of the specific example at hand. In process algebra, for example, one typically considers recursive solutions of guarded process definitions, in complete metric spaces only fixpoints of contractive maps (which can then be found uniquely thanks to Banach's fixpoint theorem), and in domain theory only least fixpoints over pointed predomains (i.e. domains). These examples have recently been shown as instances of the unifying notion of guarded traced category [15, 14] . In this work we aim to extend the stock of examples of this notion by including iteration on hybrid computation, which are encoded in the recently introduced hybrid monad [25, 24] . We argue that in the hybrid context guardedness corresponds to progressiveness -the property of trajectories to progressively extend over time during the iteration process (possibly converging to a finite trajectory in the limit) -we illustrate and examine the corresponding iteration operator and use it to develop while-loops for hybrid denotational semantics. Hybrid computation is inherent to systems that combine discrete and continuous, physical behaviour [30, 27, 1] . Traditionally qualified as hybrid and born in the context of control theory [31] , they range from computational devices interacting with their physical, external environment to chemical/biological reactions and physical processes that are subjected to discrete changes, such as combustions and impacts. Typical examples include pacemakers, cellular division processes, cruise control systems, and electric/water grids. Let us consider, for example, the following hybrid program, written in an algebraic programming style, and with pẋ " t&rq denoting 'let variable x evolve according to t during r milliseconds'.
It represents a (simplistic) cruise controller that either accelerates pv " 1 & 1q or brakes pv "´1 & 1q during one millisecond depending if the car's velocity v is lower or greater than 120km/h. This program naturally fits in a slightly more sophisticated scenario obtained by wrapping a non-terminating while-loop around it: while true {pv " 1 & 1q`v ď120 pv "´1 & 1q} (2) Now the resulting program runs ad infinitum, measuring the car's velocity every millisecond and changing it as specified by the if-then-else condition. How should we systematically interpret such while-loops? Iteration on hybrid computation is notoriously difficult to handle due to the so called Zeno behaviour [17, 2, 32] , a phenomenon of unfolding an iteration loop infinitely often in finite time, akin to the scenarios famously described by the greek philosopher Zeno, further analysed by Aristotle [3, Physics, , and since then by many others. To illustrate this, consider a bouncing ball dropped at a positive height and with no initial velocity. Due to the gravitational acceleration g, it falls into the ground and bounces back up, losing a portion of its kinetic energy. In order to model this system, one can start by writing the program, pṗ " v,v " g & p ď 0^v ď 0q; pv :" vˆ´0.5q (3) to specify the (continuous) change of height p, and also the (discrete) change of velocity v when the ball touches the ground; the expression p ď 0^v ď 0 provides the termination condition: the ball stops when both its height and velocity do not exceed zero. Then, as the act of dropping the ball and letting it bounce exactly n times. One may also wish to drop the ball and let it bounce until it stops (see Fig 1) , using some form of infinite iteration on b and thus giving rise to Zeno behaviour. Only a few existing approaches aim to systematically work with Zeno behaviour, e.g. in [17, 18] this is done by relying on non-determinism, although the results seem to introduce undesirable behaviour in some occasions (see details in the following subsection). Here, we do regard Zeno behaviour as an important phenomenon to be covered and as such helping to design and classify notions of iteration for hybrid semantics in a systematic and compelling way.
Related Work, Contributions, Roadmap, and Notation
There exist two well-established program semantics for hybrid systems: Höfner's 'Algebraic calculi for hybrid systems' [17] where programs are interpreted as sets of trajectories, and Platzer's Kleene algebra [27] interpreting programs as maps X Ñ PX for the powerset functor P. Both approaches are inherently non-deterministic and the corresponding iteration operators crucially rely on non-determinism. In [27] , the iteration operator is modelled by the Kleene star p--q˚, i.e. essentially by the non-deterministic choice between all possible finite iterates of a given program p; more formally, p˚is the least fixpoint of
Semantics based on Kleene star deviates from the (arguably more natural) intuition given above for the non-terminating while-loop (2). It is also possible to extend the non-deterministic perspective summarised above to a more abstract setting via a monad that combines hybrid computations and non-determinism [9] , but in the present work we restrict ourselves to a purely hybrid setting, in order to study genuinely hybrid computation in isolation, without being interfered with other computational effects such as non-determinism. One peculiarity of the Kleene star in [27] is that it is rather difficult to use for modelling programs with Zeno behaviour, the problem the authors are confronted with in [17, 18] . The authors of op.cit. extend the Kleene star setting with an infinite iteration operator p--q ω that for a given program p returns the largest fixpoint of the function x Þ Ñ p; x on programs. As argued in [17, 18] , this operator still does not adequately capture the semantics of hybrid iteration, as it yields 'too much behaviour', e.g. if p " skip, p ω is the program containing all trajectories while we are expecting it to be skip. This is fixed by combining various techniques for obtaining a desirable set of behaviours, but unexpected behaviour could still appear at the smallest instant of time that is not reached by finite iterations [17, 18] . For the bouncing ball, this entails that at the instant in which it is supposed to stop, it can appear below ground or shoot up to the sky.
Other types of formalisms for hybrid systems were proposed in the last decades, including e.g. the definite case of hybrid automata [16] , whose distinguishing feature is the ability of state variables to evolve continuously, and Hybrid CSP [8] , an extension of CSP by expressions with time derivatives. More recently, an elegant specification language handling continuous behaviour of hybrid systems via non-standard analysis was introduced in [29] .
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d and e respectively. This convention extends to Kleisli morphisms as follows: given
The unit is defined by ηpxq " p0, xq, where x denotes the constant trajectory on x; For every Kleisli morphism f : X Ñ H 0 Y and every value pd, eq P H 0 X,
(recall that for a pair f pxq " pd, eq, according to our conventions, pf e pxqq 0 refers to pf e pxqqp0q; here we additionally simplify pf e pxqq 0 to f 0 e pxq for the sake of readability).
We now fix a finite set of real-valued variables X " {x 1 , . . . , x n } and denote by AtpXq the set of atomic programs given by the grammar,
where x P X and r P R`. The next step is to construct an interpretation map,
that sends atomic programs a to endomorphisms a : R n Ñ H 0 pR n q in the Kleisli category of H 0 . This map extends to terms and predicates as t pv 1 , . . . , v n q P R n and ψ Ď R n in the standard way by structural induction. We interpret each assignment px 1 :" t, . . . , x n :" tq as the map,
Recall that linear systems of ordinary differential equationsẋ 1 " t, . . . ,ẋ n " t always have unique solutions φ : R n Ñ pR n q R` [ 26] . We use this property to interpret each program pẋ 1 " t, . . . ,ẋ n " t & rq as the respective solution R n Ñ pR n q R`b ut restricted to R n Ñ pR n q r0,rs . In order to interpret programs of the type pẋ 1 " t, . . . ,ẋ n " t & ψq we can call on the following result. 
where d is the smallest time instant that intersects ψ if pImg φpv 1 , . . . , v n ,´qq X ψ ‰ ∅ and 8 otherwise. This final step provides the desired interpretation map of atomic programs (4). We can now systematically build the hybrid programming language using standard algebraic results, as observed in [9, 24] . The set End H0 pR n q of endomorphisms R n Ñ H 0 pR n q together with Kleisli composition ‚ and the unit η : Id Ñ H 0 form a monoid pEnd H0 pR n q, ‚, ηq. Therefore, the free monoidal extension of ´ : AtpXq Ñ pEnd H0 pR n q, ‚, ηq is well-defined and induces a semantics for program terms, p " a P AtpXq | skip | p ; p Example 3. Let us consider some programs written in this language. 1. We can have classic, discrete assignments, such as x :" x`1 or x :" 2¨x, and their sequential composition. 2. We can also write a waitprq call, frequently used in the context of embedded systems for making the system halt its execution during r time units. This is achieved with the program pẋ 1 " 0, . . . ,ẋ n " 0 & rq. 3. It is also possible to consider oscillators using histeresis [12] , in particular via the sequential composition pẋ " 1 & 1q ; pẋ "´1 & 1q. 4. The bouncing ball system that was examined in the introduction is another program of this language.
We next extend our language with if-then-else clauses. This can be achieved in the following manner. Denote by B the free Boolean algebra generated by the expressions t " t and t ă t. Each b P B induces an obvious predicate map b : R n Ñ 2. Any b induces a binary function`b : End H0 pR n qˆEnd H0 pR n q Ñ End H0 pR n q defined as follows: pf`b gqpxq " f pxq bpxq gpxq. This allows us to freely extend the interpretation map,
into a hybrid programming language with if-then-else clauses p`b PB p.
Example 4.
Let us consider some programs of this language with control decision features. 1. Aside from while-loops, our language carries the basic features of classic programs with discrete assignments, sequential composition, and if-then-else constructs.
introduction is also a program of this language.
To be able to address more complex behaviours we need some means for forming iterative computations, such as while-loops
This poses the main challenge of our present work, which is to give a semantics of such constructs w.r.t. to a suitably designed hybrid monad. As a starting point, we refer to [25, 24] where H 0 and an iteration operator p--q # : HompX, H 0 Xq Ñ HompX, H 0 Xq, which we call basic iteration, were introduced. One limitation of this approach can already be read from the type profile: p--q # can only interpret non-terminating loops, of the form while true {p}. The semantics of p--q # in H 0 is given by virtue of metric spaces and Cauchy sequences, making difficult to identify the corresponding domain of definiteness. Here we take a different avenue of introducing an Elgot iteration (1), for which, as we shall see, the monad H 0 must be modified. We then show (in Section 5) that basic iteration can be recovered, albeit with a semantics subtly different from the one via H 0 .
Guarded Monads and Elgot Iteration
We proceed to give the necessary definitions related to guardedness for monads [15] . A monad T (on Set) is (abstractly) guarded if it is equipped with a notion of guardedness, which is a relation between Kleisli morphisms f : X Ñ T Y and injections σ : Y 1 Ñ Y closed under the rules in Fig 2 where f : X Ñ σ Y denotes the fact that f and σ are in the relation in question. In the sequel, we also write f : we use the notation f : X Ñ p,q,... T Y to indicate guardedness in the union of injections in p , in q , . . . where p, q, . . . are sequences over {1, 2} identifying the corresponding coproduct summand in Y . For example, we write f : X Ñ 12,2 T ppY`Zq`Zq to mean that f is rin 1 in 2 , in 2 s-guarded.
Definition 5 (Guarded Elgot monads). A monad T is a guarded Elgot monad if it is equipped with a guarded iteration operator,
satisfying the following laws:
We drop the adjective 'guarded' for guarded Elgot monads for which guardedness is total, i.e. f : X Ñ σ T Y for any f : X Ñ T Y and σ.
The notion of guarded monad is a common generalisation of various cases occurring in practice. Every monad can be equipped with a least notion of guardedness, called vacuous guardedness and defined as follows:
Every vacuously guarded monad is guarded Elgot, for every fixpoint f : unfolds precisely once [15] . On the other hand, the greatest notion of guardedness is total guardedness and is defined as follows: f : X Ñ 2 T pY`Zq for every f : X Ñ T pY`Zq. This addresses total iteration operators on T (e.g. for T being Elgot), whose existence depends on special properties of T, such as being enriched over complete partial orders. Motivating examples, however, are those properly between these two extreme situations, e.g. completely iterative monads [21] for which the notion of guardedness is defined via monad modules and the iteration operator is partial, but uniquely satisfies the fixpoint law.
Example 6. We illustrate the above concepts with the following simplistic examples. 1. The powerset monad P is Elgot, with the iteration operator sending f : X Ñ PpY`Xq to f : : X Ñ PY calculated as the least solution of the fixpoint law
An example of partial guarded iteration can be obtained from the previous clause by replacing P with the non-empty powerset monad P`. The total iteration operator from the previous clause does not restrict to a total iteration operator on this monad, because empty sets can arise from solving systems not involving empty sets, e.g. η inr : 1 Ñ P`p1`1q would not have a solution in this sense. However, it is easy to see that the iteration operator from the previous clause restricts to a guarded one for P with the notion of guardedness defined as follows: f : X Ñ 2 P`pY`Xq iff for every element x P X, f pxq contains at least one element from Y .
22:8 A Semantics for Hybrid Iteration
Fixpoint:
Axioms of guarded iteration.
The axioms of guarded Elgot monads are given in Fig 3 in an intuitive pictorial form. The shaded boxes indicate the scopes of the corresponding iteration loops and bullets attached to output wires express the corresponding guardedness predicates. As shown in [15] , other standard principles such as dinaturality and the Bekić law follow from this axiomatisation.
A Fistful of Hybrid Monads
According to Moggi [22] , Kleisli morphisms can be viewed as generalised functions carrying a computational effect, e.g. non-determinism, process algebra actions, or their combination. In this context, hybrid computations can be seen as computations extended in time. might produce open trajectories r0, dq Ñ X that we cannot sensibly extend into r0, ds Ñ X without assuming some structure on X [17, 18, 23] . Furthermore, we introduce a variant of H`, which we call H and which extends the facilities of H`even further by including the empty trajectory r0, 0q Ñ X which will be used to accommodate non-progressive divergent computation (see Remark 11) . As detailed in the sequel, the mere addition of the empty trajectory does not exactly fit the bill -it yields 'gaps' in trajectories, which makes no sense under the assumption that computations cannot recover from divergence. To fix this, H will forbid the extension of computations over time after a divergence occurs. The notation for H and H`is chosen to be suggestive, and is a reminiscent of P and P`for the powerset and the non-empty powerset monads as in Example 6. Indeed, the analogy goes further, as in the next section we show that H`supports guarded (progressive) iteration, H supports total iteration, and the former is a restriction of the latter.
In order to develop H`, we first introduce a partial version of H 0 that will greatly facilitate obtaining some of our results. Essentially, this partial version amounts to the combination of H 0 with the maybe monad M. Recall that M X " X`1, that the unit of M is given by the left coproduct injection inl : X Ñ X`1, and that the Kleisli lifting sends f : X Ñ Y`1 to rf, inrs : X`1 Ñ Y`1. We conventionally identify Kleisli morphisms X Ñ M Y with partial functions from X to Y and thus write f pxq Ñ to indicate that f pxq is defined on x, i.e. f pxq ‰ inr ‹. Let dompf q " {x P X | f pxq Ñ } Ď X and let us denote by K both inr ‹ P X`1 and the totally undefined function K. Finally, we write f pxq Ñ as a shorthand notation to f pxq " K. For the sake of readability, we will sometimes write the composition of partial functions pg`idqf simply as gf . We will also need the following result. Proof. This is a consequence of the standard fact that every monad distributes over the maybe monad [19] .
Definition 7.
Let H 0 M be the monad identified in Proposition 1 with T " H 0 . Then let H`be the subfunctor of H 0 M that is defined by, pd, eq P H`X iff e ‰ K and e t Ñ for all t P r0, dq.
This yields a monad H`, by restricting the monad structure of H 0 M. Explicitly, ηpxq " p0, xq and for every f : X Ñ H`Y and every pd, eq P H`X,
Note that the set H`X consists precisely of elements pd, eq for which either dompeq " R`or dompeq " r0, dq and d ą 0. Of course, we need to verify that Definition 7 correctly introduces a monad.
Proof.
We only need to show that for every f : The condition e ‰ K in (6) is essential for the construction above, for otherwise we cannot ensure that computations with totally undefined trajectories are compatible with Kleisli liftings, as detailed in Remark 9 below. Such computations can be seen as representing unproductive or non-progressive divergence since they do not progress in time. They are required for the semantics of programs like while true {x :" x`1}
We therefore need to extend H`to a larger monad H in which such divergent computations exist. Technically, this will amount to quotienting the monad H 0 M in a suitable manner.
Definition 8.
Let H 0 M be the monad identified in Proposition 1 with T " H 0 and let H be the subfunctor of H 0 M formed as follows:
pd, eq P HX iff e is total or d " 8 and dom e is downward closed.
The total trajectories included in H must be understood in precisely the same way as in Hẁ hile the remaining trajectories fall into two classes: p8, eq with dom e " r0, dq -these correspond to the trajectories pd, eq of H`, unless d " 0, in which case we obtain a counterpart of the empty trajectory not included in H`; p8, eq with dom e " r0, ds -these trajectories behave analogously, but have no counterparts in H`. Both these cases are meant to model divergent behaviours, with the moment of divergence occurring either at the time instant d in the first case, or immediately after d in the second case.
Let υ be the inclusion of H into H 0 M and let ρ : H 0 M Ñ H be the natural transformation whose components are defined by,
It is easy to see that ρ is a right inverse of υ.
We extend H to a monad by defining x Þ Ñ ρpηpxqq to be the unit and the Kleisli lifting the map sending f : X Ñ HY to ρpυf q ‹ υ. Explicitly, the monad structure on H is as follows: ηpxq " p0, xq and for every f : X Ñ HY , and every pd, eq P HX, assuming that
Like in the case of H`, we need to verify that H is a monad (see Appendix A.1 for details).
Remark 9. As indicated above, H is a quotient of H 0 M and not a submonad, specifically υ is not a monad morphism. Indeed, given f : R`Ñ HR`such that f p0q " p8, Kq and f ptq " p1, 1q for t ą 0, computing f ‹ p8, idq w.r.t. H 0 M yields pf ‹ p8, idqq 0 e " K and pf ‹ p8, idqq t e " 1 for t ą 0, which does not belong to HR`. In summary, the monads H 0 M, H`, H are connected as depicted in Fig 4. Here, ι and ρ are monad morphisms, and the induced composite morphism ρι : H`Ñ H is pointwise injective.
Progressive Iteration and Hybrid Iteration
We start off by equipping the monad H`from the previous section with a suitable notion of guardedness.
Definition 10 (Progressiveness).
A Kleisli morphism pd, eq :
Given pd, eq : X Ñ H`pY`Xq, progressiveness in X means precisely that e 0 " inl u : X Ñ Y`X for a suitable u : X Ñ Y , which is intuitively the candidate for pd, eq : e at 0. In other words, progressiveness rules out the situations in which the iteration operator needs to handle compositions of zero-length trajectories.
Remark 11. A simple example of a morphism pd, eq : X Ñ H`pY`Xq not progressive in X is obtained by taking X " {0, 1}, Y " ∅, d " 0 and e 0 " inr swap where swap interchanges the elements of {0, 1}. In attempts of defining pd, eq : we would witness oscillation between 0 and 1 happening at time 0, i.e. not progressing over time, which is precisely the reason why there is no candidate semantic for pd, eq : in this case.
Lemma 12. H`is a guarded monad with f : X Ñ 2 H`pY`Zq iff f is progressive in Z.
Instead of directly equipping H`with progressive iteration, we take the following route: we enrich the monad H 0 M over complete partial orders and devise a total iteration operator for it using the standard least-fixpoint argument. Then we restrict iteration from H 0 M to H`via ι and to H via υ (see Fig 4) . The latter part is tricky, because υ is not a monad morphism (Remark 9), and thus we will call on the machinery of iteration-congruent retractions, developed in [15] , to derive a (total) Elgot iteration on H. 
Consider the following order on
We readily obtain a progressive iteration on H`by restriction via ι (see Fig 4) .
Corollary 15. H`possesses a guarded iteration operator p--q by restriction from H 0 M with guardedness being progressiveness and f being the least solution of equation
We proceed to obtain an iteration operator for H. Remarkably, we cannot use the technique of restricting the iteration operator from H 0 M to H, we applied in the case of H`, even though H embeds into H 0 M -the following example illustrates the issue.
Example 16.
Let f " p1, eq : R`Ñ H 0 M pR``R`q with epxq " inr 0 if x " 0 and epxq " inl 1 otherwise. Even though f factors through the inclusion υ : H Ñ H 0 M , the result of calculating f ; p0q is a trajectory p1, e ‹ q with dom e " p0, 8q, which is not down-closed and therefore p1, e ‹ q is not in H. 
Corollary 19. The progressive iteration operator p--q of H`is the restriction of the total iteration operator p--q
: of H along ρι : H`Ñ H (as in Fig 4) , i.e. for every f : X Ñ 2 H`pY`Xq, ρ ιf " pρ ιf q : .
Proof. Let p--q
; be the iteration operator of H 0 M. Then, by definition, pρ ιf q : " ρpυρ ιf q ; " ρpιf q ; " ρ ιf .
Using the fact that the iteration operator for H satisfies the codiagonal law (see Definition 5), we factor the former through progressive iteration as follows. Theorem 20 presents the iteration of H as a nested combination of progressive iteration and what can be called singular iteration, as it is precisely the restriction of p--q : responsible for iterating computations of zero duration. Finally, we recover basic iteration, discussed in Section 2, on H`(and hence on H) by turning a morphism X Ñ H`X into a progressive one X Ñ H`pX`Xq.
Theorem 20 (Decomposition Theorem

Definition 21 (Basic Iteration).
We define basic iteration pd, eq # : X Ñ H`X to be pd, λx. λt. inl e 0 pxq t " 0 inr e t pxqq : Example 22. We illustrate our design decisions behind H`(and H) with the following two examples of Zeno behaviour, computing f # " pd # , e # q for specific morphisms f : X Ñ H`X. 1. Let f " pd, eq : r0, 1s Ñ H`r0, 1s be defined as follows: for every x P r0, 1s, dpxq " p1´xq{2 and e t pxq " x`t for t P r0, p1´xq{2s. It is easy to see that
. This is indeed a prototypical example of Zeno behaviour (specifically, this is precisely Zeno's "Dichotomy" paradox analyzed by Aristotle [3, Physics, 231a-241b]): Given a distance of total length 1 to be covered, suppose some portion x ă 1 of it has been covered already. Then the remaining distance has the length 1´x. As originally argued by Zeno, in order to cover this distance, one has to pass the middle, i.e. walk the initial interval of length p1´xq{2 and our function f precisely captures the dynamics of this motion. The resulting evolution e # p0q together with the corresponding approximations are depicted on the left of Fig 5. In this formalization, the traveller can not reach the end of the track, but only because we designed p--q # to be so. We could also justifiably define pe # p0qq 1 to be 1, for this is what pe # p0qq t tends to as t tends to 1. This is indeed the case of the approach from [25, 24] developed for the original monad H 0 . 2. It is easy to obtain an example of an open trajectory produced by Zeno iteration that cannot be continuously extended to a closed one by adapting a standard example of essentially discontinuous function from analysis: let e.g. u t : r0, 1q Ñ r0, 1q be as follows:
The graph of up0q is depicted on the right of Fig 5 where one can clearly see the discontinuity at t " 1. It is easy to verify that p1, uq P Hr0, 1s is obtained by applying basic iteration to f " pd, eq : r0, 1q Ñ H`r0, 1q given as follows:
dpxq " 2p1´xq 2 3´2x e t pxq " pt`xq cos πt p1´xqp1´x´tq pt P r0, dpxe t pxq " dpxq`x pt P rdpxq, 1qq
Even though we carried our developments in the category of sets, we designed H`and H keeping in touch with a topological intuition. The following instructive example shows that the iteration operators developed in the previous section cannot be readily transferred to the category of topological spaces and continuous maps, for reasons of instability: small changes in the definition of a given system may cause drastic changes in its behaviour. In particular, even if a morphism pd, eq : X Ñ H 0 X is continuous (for the topology described in [25] ) the duration component d # : X Ñ r0, 8s of pd # , e # q " pd, eq # need not be continuous.
Example 23 (Hilbert Cube).
Let X " r0, 1s ω be the Hilbert cube, i.e. the topological product of ω copies of r0, 1s and let hd : X Ñ r0, 1s and tl : X Ñ X be the obvious projections realizing the isomorphism r0, 1s ω -r0, 1sˆr0, 1s ω . Let f " phd, eq : X Ñ H`X with e : X Ñ X R`b e defined as follows: e t pxq " x if hdpxq " 0, t P R`; e t pxq " phdpxq´tq¨x`t¨tlpxq { hdpxq if 0 ă hdpxq and t ă hdpxq; e t pxq " tlpxq if hdpxq ą 0 and t ě hdpxq. In the second clause we use a convex combination of x and tlpxq as vectors of X seen as a vector space (indeed, even a Hilbert space) over the reals. It can now be checked that the cumulative duration d # in pd # , e # q " pd, eq # is not continuous. To see why, note that d # pxq is the (possibly infinite) sum of the components of x from left to right up to the first zero element, and therefore each U " pd # q -1 pr0, aqq contains all such vectors x P r0, 1s ω for which this sum is properly smaller than a. Then recall that a basic open set of r0, 1s ω must be a finite intersection of sets of the form π
U was open the definition of the product topology on r0, 1s would imply that for every vector x in U there exists a position such that by altering the components of x arbitrarily after this position, the result would still belong to U . This is obviously not true for U , because by replacing the elements of any infinite vector from r0, 1s ω after any position with 1, would give a vector summing to infinity.
6
Bringing While-loops Into The Scene
In Section 2, we started building a simple hybrid programming language. We sketched a monad-based semantics for the expected programs constructs, except the while-loops. Here we extend it by taking H, which is a supermonad of H 0 , as the underlying monad and interpret while-loops (5) via the iteration operator of H. Recall that b is an element of the free Boolean algebra generated by the expressions t " t and t ă t, and that there exists a predicate map b : R n Ñ 2. Now for each b : R n Ñ 2 and f : R n Ñ HpR n q denote the function,
by wpb, f q where dist : Xˆ2 Ñ X`X is the obvious distributivity transformation, and mpd, eq " pd, e 1 q with e 1 ptq " inlpxq pinrpxq " eptq and t ă dq eptq. Intuitively, the function m makes the last point of the trajectory be the only one that is evaluated by the test condition of the while-loop. Then, we define while b {p} " wpb, p q and this gives a hybrid programming language,
with while-loops.
Example 24. Let us consider some programs written in this language. 1. We start again with a classic program, in this case while true {x :" x`1}. It yields the empty trajectory K. 2. Another example of a classic program is, while x ď 10 {x :" x`1 ; waitp1q}
If for example the initial value is 0 the program takes eleven time units to terminate. 3. Let us consider now the program while x ě 1 { pẋ "´1 & 1q }. If the initial value is 0 the program outputs the trajectory with duration 0 and constant on 0, since it never enters in the loop. If we start e.g. with 3 as initial value then the program inside the while-loop will be executed precisely three times, continuously decreasing x over time. 4. In contrast to classic programming languages, here infinite while-loops need not be undefined. The cruise controller discussed in the introduction,
is a prime example of this. 5. Finally, the bouncing ball, pp :" 1, v :" 0q; pwhile true {b}q which has Zeno behaviour, outputs a trajectory describing the ball's movement over the time interval r0, dq where d is the instant of time at which the ball stops.
Conclusions and Further Work
We developed a semantics for hybrid iteration by bringing together two abstraction devices introduced recently: guarded Elgot iteration [15] and the hybrid monad [25, 24] . Our analysis reveals that, on the one hand, the abstract notion of guardedness can be interpreted as a suitable form of progressiveness of hybrid trajectories, and on the other hand, the original hybrid monad from [25, 24] needs to be completed for the sake of a smooth treatment of iteration, specifically, iteration producing Zeno behaviour. In our study we rely on Zeno behaviour examples as important test cases helping to design the requisite feasible abstractions. As another kind of guidance, we rely on Elgot's notion of iteration [10] and the corresponding laws of iteration theories [5] . In addition to the new hybrid monad Hè quipped with (partial) progressive iteration, we introduced a larger monad H with total hybrid iteration extending the progressive one. In showing the iteration laws we heavily relied on the previously developed machinery for unifying guarded and unguarded iteration [13, 15] . We illustrated the developed semantic foundations by introducing a simple language for hybrid iteration with while-loops interpreted over the Kleisli category of H. We regard our present work as a stepping stone for further developments in various directions. After formalizing hybrid computations via (guarded) Elgot monads, one obtains access to further results involving (guarded) Elgot monads, e.g. it might be interesting to explore the results of applying the generalized coalgebraic resumption monad transformer [13] to H and thus obtain in a principled way a semantic domain for hybrid processes in the style of CCS. As shown by Theorem 20, the iteration of H is a combination of progressive iteration and 'singular iteration'. An interesting question for further work is if this combination can be framed as a universal construction. We also would like to place H in a category more suitable than Set, but as Example 23 suggests, this is expected to be a very difficult problem.
Every monad on Set determines a corresponding Lawvere theory, whose presentation in terms of operations and equations is important for reasoning about the corresponding -in our case hybrid -programs. We set as a goal for further research the task of identifying the underlying Lawvere theories of hybrid monads and integrating them into generic diagrammatic reasoning in the style of Fig 3. This should prospectively connect our work to the line of research by Bonchi, Sobociński, and Zanasi (see e.g [6, 7] ), who studied various axiomatizations of PROPs (i.e monoidal generalizations of Lawvere theories) and their diagrammatic languages. For a proper treatment of guarded iteration (i.e. a specific instance of guarded monoidal trace in the sense of [14] ), one would presumably need to develop the corresponding notions of guarded Lawvere theory and guarded PROP.
A
Appendix: Omitted proofs
A.1 Proof that H is a monad
Note that ρ is a pointwise retraction with υ as a section. Hence each HX is a quotient of H 0 M X. We are thus left to show that ρ preserves the monad structure. This is by definition for the unit. For Kleisli lifting this amounts to the equation ρf " pρf q ‹ ρ, for every f : X Ñ H 0 M Y where we denote by f the Kleisli lifting of the monad H 0 M to distinguish it from the Kleisli lifting of H. Let pd, eq P H 0 M X, and let pd ‹ , e ‹ q " ρpd, eq P HX, with
Since f ‹ " ρpυf q υ, we need to check that ρf pd, eq " ρpυρf q pd ‹ , e ‹ q, which we obtain by transitivity from the following equations:
Let us show (8) In summary, we obtained pρf pd, eqq e " pρf p8, e ‹e , as desired.
We proceed with the proof of (9). Equivalently, we replace it with ρf pd, eq " ρpυρf q pd, eq, where pd, eq falls into one of the following cases: e is a total trajectory or dom e ‰ R`with d " 8. 
A.2 Proof of Lemma 12
Let us verify the axioms.
(trv) Given pd, eq : X Ñ H`Y , then pH`inlqpdpxq, epxqq 
A.3 Proof of Theorem 13
It follows by routine calculations that is a partial order on sets of the type H 0 M X, and that p0, Kq is the bottom element with respect to this order.
Next we prove that is ω-complete, specifically that every chain of trajectories The remaining conditions behind pd 1 , e 1 q pd 2 , e 2 q are easy to verify. We proceed to analyse the remaining case of d 1 P R`and e
